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was left behind, its line of communications to Makalle only
covered at the extreme southern end by the Eritrean Army
Corps which was now turning west into the Tembien.
An uninspired plan of campaign, incapable of ever bring-
ing the Ethiopians to battle and expensive to the peaceful
victor. Every area entered had to be thoroughly scoured.
Instead of breaking the enemy's morale by sudden blows,
De Bono tried the more costly and less glorious method of
indoctrination.
He waged a more humane war than his successor but it
was a war whose timetable might be disturbed by the
cumulative weight of sanctions.
It was after his departure that the more ferocious and
terrifying processes of warfare were employed ; that Caesar
sent his aeroplanes on long-distance bombing raids into
the centre of the country and against the civilian popula-
tion, attacked the Red Crosses deliberately, used gas with
ever-increasing efficiency, and cornered and smashed the
Ethiopian armies in the field.
Badoglio had to reorganise much that his predecessor
had muddled : meanwhile he kept up Italian prestige by a
succession of aerial stunts. It took two and a half months
for the changes in command and disposition to be made that
he considered necessary. Because of the mood of the man
opposed to him, he was then able to attack the Ethiopians
at short range.
While Badoglio said " Action ! " the Emperor was think-
ing " No more Retreat ! " Haile Selassie gave out orders
for a move forward as soon as he arrived in Dessye. With
his young son the Duke of Harrar, his old tutor the Dedjaz-
match Haile Selassie, and Fitorari Birru his ex-Minister of
War, the Emperor, who liked modern conveniences, occupied
the Commercial Agency of Italy which stands on steeply
rising ground above the main dusty causeway leading from
Dessye to the North.
He went to the war in every point a European gentleman.
At his table four courses of well-cooked European food were
served, with Ethiopian wot, chicken spiced with sauce of
chillies, to crown the banquet. A cellar was laid in. In
the front hall lay a selection of solar topees, and, in a corner,
stood a series of walking-sticks for going to church, which
the Emperor attended daily, for visiting in the town, for

